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The present invention relates to propelling de
In the embodiment of Fig. 3, the streamline
vices in which there is produced a suction zone body A contains a part screwed to the member
in front of the body in motion on which the pro 3. Tubes é are provided in member 3 and
- peller is mounted, this suction being such that secured by the screw thread 5 in a ring 6 of
the body in motion is propelled under the in
profile upon which a ring 8 is fixed by 5
fluence of the atmospheric pressure existing at suitable
screw
threads:
i, so that this ring a can be
the rear of the propeller.
adjusted in position with respect to ring 6.
The object of the present invention is to pro
Between ring 6 and ring 8 there is left an
vide a propelling device of this kind which is adjustable
narrow, annular. interval 9, ring 8
O better adapted to meet the requirements of prac being however constructed so as to form a cir- 10
tice than those made up to the present time. Ac cular chamber 26 between said ring and ring 8.
cording to the invention the propeller is corn
The propeller works in the following manner:
posed of an annular structure of suitable axial
he compressed gas, which may consist of
Section, on which a ring fits in an adjustable Superheated steam. Or a combustible mixture or
s manner, said ring being concentric and con some explosive mixture or even compressed air, is 5
structed in Such a manner that a very narrow Supplied through tube is, flows through the annu
gap is formed between it and said annular struc lar space formed between elements and 2, passes
ture, through which gap compressed gas escapes through tubes 5 into the narrow annular interval
OutWardly along a frontwardly directed line, the 9 between the element 6 and ring 8 and escapes
20 axial section of said annular structure consisting into the atmosphere.
of a curve tangent to this line and having its
The fluid film expands and exceeds its initia
convexity toward the front, while the axial sec Volume, and, owing to the fact that on one side of
tion of said ring is a line making a substantial the outlet of passage 9, annular member 6 is
angle with said first mentioned line.
Substantially tangent to the fluid sheet escaping
25 . Furthermore the ring and annular structure from 9, whereas, on the other side, the edge of 25
are hollow, at least to a certan depth so as to al member 8 makes a substantial angle to the direc
low air from the space ahead of the propeller to tion of said sheet, the latter flows along the front;
flow through their central porticin and out behind face of member 6, following the path indicated
the annular structure. This prevents any suc by arrows f. Thus in the Space marked in dotted

30 tion at the rear of the annular structure so that

the whole of the suction is in front thereof, and

the notion of the body is ensured by the difference

between the pressure at the front and that at the
ear.

35

40

notive fluid is sufficient.

Therefore the propeller, owing to the suction
Preferred embodiments of the present inven Created at its front part, has a tendency to rush '35
tion will be hereinafter described with reference frontward under the action of the pressure exist
to the accompanying drawings, given merely by ing
behind it, drawing along the structure on
way of example and in which
which it is mounted provided the outflow is
Figs. 1 and 2, show in perspective and sectional sufficient to create a momentum at low speed and
views respectively a first embodiment of the in in great masses of the Surrounding air, equivalent 40
vention,
to the drag of the body in which the propeller
Fig. 3 is a sectional view of a modification,
is mounted.
In the embodiment of Figs. 1 and 2, the body
Moreover the surrounding air circulates
of the propelling device according to the inven through the central free portion in the direction

tion includes an inner element

and a tubular

part 2, fitted thereon and provided at 3 with

of the arrows F, at same pressure, so that be 45

low the part 6 a counterpressure is created rela
tive to the suction in front of the Sane, which
structure carries a series of tubes 5 opening into counter pressure consequently adds to the action
an annular member 6. Another annular men of the suction created in front of part a,
ber 8 is screwed at 7 on member 6, so that the
The same applies in the case of Fig. 3. the 50
narrow annular interval 9 between members 6 gaseous mixture under high pressure which is to
and 8 can be adjusted at will.
expand after entering the chamber formed by
Member 6 may be made of a single piece or part 2, passes through tube i4, starts expanding
consist of two rings 6, 6' screwed to each other. in chamber 20 and eScapes through annular inter
at 0, 0’’.
wal 9 following the front face of element 6, 55
Screw threads for fixation of a tube 8. This

55

lines a rush of fluid is created toward which 30

the Surrounding air is drawn in the direction
Of the arrows f provided the pressure of the

2,108,652
2creating in front of it a Zone of very strong suc
through the inner aperture thereof and thrigh
tion represented by dotted lines.

It is evident that the shape of elements such
as 6' and 6 and the thickness of annular inter
vals 9 or f9 are calculated in such a manner that
a certain expansion of the compressed motive
fluid permits of obtaining a momentum which

Said space to the lateral sides of said body, an

other annular member rigidly fixed to said body
in coaxial relation with the first mentioned an

nular
member and ahead thereof, said members
being so positioned and shaped as to form be

tween them an annular interval with a flaring
outlet opening to the atmosphere in a frontward
ensures the displacement of the body.
In a general manner, while I have, in the above direction, the rear edge or lip of said outlet, 0
description, disclosed what I deem to be practi formed by the front surface of the first men

annular member, being of rounded shape
cal and efficient embodiments of the present in tioned
starting
tangentially to said frontward direction
vention, it should be well understood that I do. on the outer side thereof, with its convexity to
not wish to be limited thereto as there might be
the front, whereas the front edge or lip of 5
changes made in the arrangement, disposition ward
said
outlet,
formed by the front surface of the
5 and form of the parts without departing from second mentioned annular member, starts at an
the principle of the present invention as compre angle to said direction on the inner side thereof,
hended within the scope of the appended claims. and means for driving out a fluid under high
It may be noted that in Fig. 1 the member
through said annular outlet. . . 20
8 and in Fig. 3 the part 8 extend at least with pressure
4.
A
propelling
device of the type described,
the
edge
into
a
recess
at
the
front
of
the
mov
20
comprises, incombination, a body, an an
ing body, with the result that the air or fluid which
member rigidly fixed to said body at the
issuing from the narrow slot first strikes, the nular
front part thereof, with a space between the
0

25

curved portion of the airfoil or wing shaped
face of said member and said body, where
member so as to follow its curvature forwardly rear
by air from the front of said member can flow 25
and then outward radially and subsequently rear through
the inner aperture thereof and through
wardly. . . . . . . .
. . . . .. . . .
.. .
said
space
to the lateral sides of said body, an
Having now fully described my invention, I other annular
member rigidly fixed to said body,
claim: . . . . . .
-

in coaxial relation with the first mentioned an

30

A propelling device of the type described,
member,
and ahead
thereof,assaid
members
which comprises, incombination, a body, an an nular
being
so
positioned
and
shaped
to
form
be
nular member, rigid with said body at the front tween them an annular chamber having an an

part thereof, another annular member rigid with
said body, coaxial with the first annular mem:
ber and located ahead thereof, so as to leave
35 between said members a narrow annular inter
val, with a flaring outlet opening to the atmos
phere in a frontward direction, the rear edge or
lip of said outlet, formed by the front surface
of the first mentioned annular member, being
40 of rounded shape starting tangentially to said
frontward direction on the outer side thereof,
with its convexity toward the front, whereas the
front edge or lip of said outlet, formed by the
front surface of the second mentioned annular

flaring outlet opening to the atmos
innular
a frontward
direction, the rear edge or lip
of said outlet, formed by the front surface of S5
the
first mentioned annular member, being of
rounded shape starting tangentially to said front

ward direction on the outer side thereof, with its
convexity toward the front, whereas the front
edge or lip of said outlet, formed by the front
surface of the second mentioned annular mem
ber, starts at an angle to said direction on the
inner side thereof, and means for feeding “a
fluid under high pressure to said annular cham- 453.
between,
said amembers,
last mentioned
member, starts at an angle to said direction on ber
45 the
means
including
plurality the
of tubes
extending.
inner side thereof, and means for driving from
body and opening into said chamber.
out, a fluid under high pressure through said an 5. Asaid
propelling device of the type described
nular outlet.
comprises, in combination, a body of hol- SOi.
2. A propelling device of the type described, which
which comprises, in combination, a body, an an low shape forming a container for a fluid un
50 nular member rigidly fixed to said body at the der high pressure, an annular member rigidly
to said body at the front part thereof, with
front part thereof, another annular member rig fixed
a space between said body and the rear face of
idly fixed to said body in coaxial relation with said
member, whereby air can flow from the front
the first annular member and ahead thereof, said of said
annular member, through the central
members
being
so
positioned
and
shaped
as
to
55
aperture thereof and through said space, to the
form
between
them
a
narrow
annular
interval
with a flaring outlet opening to the atmosphere lateral sides of said body, another annular mem
rigidly fixed to said first mentioned annular
in a frontward direction, the rear edge or lip ber
coaxially therewith and ahead thereof,
of said outlet, formed by the front surface of member
said members being, so positioned and shaped as 60
the
first
mentioned
annular
member,
being
of
60 rounded shape starting tangentially to said front to form between them an annular chamber hav
flaring outlet opening to the at
ward direction on the outer side thereof, with ing an annular
in a frontward direction, the rear edge
its convexity toward the front, whereas the front mosphere
or lip of said outlet, formed by the front surface 65
edge or lip of said outlet, formed by the front of
the first mentioned annular member, being of
surface
of
the
second
mentioned
annular
mem
65 ber, starts at an angle to said direction on the rounded shape starting tangentially to said front
direction on the outer side thereof, with
inner side thereof, and means for driving out ward
its convexity toward the front, whereas the front
a fluid under-high pressure through said annu

edge or lip of said outlet, formed by the front
of the second mentioned annular mem
3. A propelling device of the type described, surface
ber, starts at an angle to said direction on the
which comprises, in combination, a body, an an inner
and a plurality of pipes con
nular member rigidly fixed to said body at the nectingsidethethereof,
inside of said body with said an
front part thereof, with a space between the nular chamber
for feeding fluid under high pres

lar outlet. . . . . . .
70

rear face of said member and said body, whereby

75 air from the front of said member can flow

Sure to said chamber.

70
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6. A propelling device of the type described, tion of said curved surface upon said fixed and
which comprises, in combination, an elongated

0

5

20

25

body having one end serving as a forward por
tion or nose, a fixed surface member of wing
shaped section rigidly carried exteriorly upon the
forward portion of said body in spaced relation
to the latter and with the chord of Said section
practically transversely disposed with respect to
the forward direction upon the body, the front
surface of said member being convex in said
forward direction and arching rearwardly away
from said body from a recess or depressed portion
in the foremost part of said forward portion,
rigid spaced means upon said fixed member
spaced a small distance from the latter member
in said recess or depressed portion so as to de
termine at least one narrow slot communicating

with the interior of said body and allowing a
sheet of fluid to be projected at high pressure
from within the body out through said slot and
against the convex front surface of said fixed
member in said recess and caused to follow said

annular member, there being a free and open
passage extending rearwardly from the for Ward

portion of the device and communicating in un

broken manner with the space between said fixed
annular member and said body allowing atmos
pheric air to enter freely and relieve any tendency
to form a vacuum upon the rear surface of said
annular member, and a plurality of fluid supply
tubes connecting the interior of said body with
said narrow slot through said space between the
annular fixed member and said body and in
dependently thereof.

5

0

9. A propelling device according to claim 8,
wherein the fluid supply tubes serve as the ex
clusive mechanical means for supporting the fixed
annular member upon and spacing the same away
from the main body of the device.

10. A propelling device of the type described,

which comprises, in combination, an elongated
body having one end serving as a forward por
tion or nose, a fixed annular surface member of
curved surface first forwardly out of the recess wing-shaped section rigidly carried exteriorly
and then Outwardly and rearwardly along the upon the forward portion of Said body in spaced
arching portion of said curved surface upon said relation to the latter and surrounding the same.

fixed member, and open means upon the for

with the chord of said section practically trans
ward portion of said propelling device allowing versely
disposed with respect to the forward di
free access of air to the rear surface of said fixed
30

SS

surface member between the same and the body
independently of the fluid supply escaping from
the interior of said body through said narrow
slot.
7. A propelling device according to claim 6,
Wherein the fixed surface member is annular so

as to surround the nose of the device, and the
slot means extends around said nose in the recess
which is also extended about the device to be an
nular in form.

40

8. A propelling device of the type described,
which comprises, in combination, an annular
elongated body having one end serving as a fore
ward portion or nose, a fixed annular surface
member of wing-shaped section rigidly carried
exteriorly upon the forward portion of said body
in spaced relation to the latter and surrounding
the same with the chord of said section practically
transversely disposed with respect to the forward
direction upon the body, the front surface of said
annular member being convex in said forward
direction and arching rearwardly away from said
body, rigid spaced means upon said fixed member
spaced a small distance from the latter member

rection upon the body, the front surface of said
annular fixed member being convex in said for
Ward direction and arching rearwardly away from
Said body from an annular recess or depressed
portion in the foremost part of said forward por
tion, rigid spaced means upon said fixed member
Spaced a Small distance from the latter member
in said recess or depressed portion so as to de
termine at least one narrow slot communicating
with the interior of said body and allowing a
sheet of fluid to be projected at high pressure
from within the body out through said slot and

35

against the convex front surface of said fixed 40
member in said annular recess and caused to

follow said curved surface first forwardly out of
the recess and then outwardly and rearwardly
along the arching portion of said curved surface
45
upon said fixed annular member, there being a
free and open passage extending rearwardly from
the forward portion of the device and communi
Cating in unbroken manner with the space be
tween said fixed annular member and said body
50
allowing atmospheric air to enter freely and re
lieve any tendency to form a vacuum upon the
rear
of said annular member, and a plu
SO as to determine at least one narrow slot cons ralitysurface
of fluid supply tubes connecting the inte
municating with the interlor of said body and rior of said body with said narrow slot through
allowing a sheet of fluid to be projected at high said space between the annular fixed member and
pressure from within the body out through said said body and independently thereof.
slot and caused to follow said curved surface

outwardly and rearwardly along the arching poi

30
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